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We are proud to be one of regional
Queensland’s largest and leading providers of
mental health services.
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Operating across a wide footprint, we
support individuals and communities in
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helped hundreds of people access and
implement their NDIS plans.
We offer clinical and general psychology
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northern, central and western Queensland.
As an NDIS service provider, our team has
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Contact us today!

Palm Island

Let us connect you with the support you need.

services for improved mental wellbeing and
own and operate a Registered Training
Organisation specialising in community
services qualifications.
selectability was formed in 2017 following the

07 4044 8970
palmisland@selectability.com.au
49a Beach Road, Palm Island

merger of SOLAS and MIFNQ in 2017. We’ve
been providing mental wellbeing services to
regional Queenslanders for over 40 years.
Acknowledgement
selectability acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land on
which we provide services and pay our respects to Elders past,

selectability.com.au

present and emerging. We acknowledge those with lived
experience and those who support and partner with us to improve
mental wellbeing and prevent suicide across regional Queensland.

Improving the mental wellbeing of
regional Queenslanders and contributing
to suicide prevention.

NDIS

Community & clinical

We are one of regional Queensland’s leading

We partner with state and federal

providers of NDIS mental health services. We

governments and key health organisations to

provide individual support both in the home

deliver vital programs around mental

and the community, as well as services to

wellbeing and suicide prevention.

build capacity.
selectability is one of the largest private

selectability’s approach is holistic and highly

In your home

practice providers of clinical mental health

tailored, wrapping around an individual to put

Develop life skills to empower you to live

services for organisations and individuals

in place a framework of support that will set

independently and make positive choices to

across our large regional Queensland

them up for a successful recovery.

improve your wellbeing.

footprint.
Central to this are our dedicated women’s and

assistance with daily living
personal activities
supported independent living

In the community
Improve your confidence accessing the
community and engaging in the activities that
will help you achieve your goals.

Clinical services
Our team of mental health professionals

a safe space to socialise, learn new skills and

provides treatment for a wide variety of

reconnect with your community.

conditions including depression, anxiety,
stress, women's mental health, eating
disorders, self-harm and PTSD.
selectwellbeing

group activities

This is a unique, selectability-designed

community access and transport

program of group and individual support
available to individuals who are case managed

Building your capacity
Increase your independence, knowledge and

men’s group programs. These aim to give you

by Queensland Health.
Carer Gateway

Women’s group activities include:
arts and crafts
gardening
board games
beach trips
yarning circles

Men’s group activities include:
fishing

resilience to provide you with the tools and

selectability is a Carer Gateway regional

beach relaxation

resources to better understand the services

delivery partner. As part of this we deliver

barbecues

and support that will get you closer to

respite and counselling services to carers

yarning groups

your goals.

across regional Queensland.

board games

support coordination
psychosocial recovery coach
counselling and therapeutic
supports

